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ALEC PIENTA, MS, RDN
PROJECT SPECIALIST, COBB COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT

INTRODUCTION
If you think starting a new job is difficult, try starting it during a
global pandemic! Alec Pienta, MS, RD, is the Project Specialist
for Cobb County School District Food & Nutrition Services in
Georgia. The district has 112 schools and over 111,000 students.
Alec joined the district in late February of 2020, just weeks
before the COVID-19 outbreak shut down schools and sent him
working from home for a number of months. His passion for the
program has motivated him to take on all of the challenges of
2020. But, he doesn’t stop there. What is most impressive is that
Alec has put his career and motivation into high gear by
committing to professional development and earning additional
certificates. Alec reminds us that no matter where you are in your
career or what is happening in life, we must continue to be lifelong learners.
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MEET ALEC
Alec is originally from the Atlanta area and completed his undergraduate degree in Dietetics at The
University of Georgia. He then attended a coordinated program at Georgia State University to obtain
his Masters Degree and Dietetics Internship experience. During his internship, he was able to gain
impactful experience in school nutrition through rotations at multiple school districts. It was through
these internship experiences that Alec realized he had a passion and future in school nutrition.

JOB ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES
When asked about his role at Cobb County School District, Alec shared that his position is “a unique
role that has lent a lot of opportunities to grow and learn within the field of school nutrition.” Alec’s
background knowledge of school nutrition programs built a strong foundation to dive deeper into the
details of operating a program. “Certainly coming into school nutrition, I knew the basics of the school
lunch program and meal patterns. This position has lent me a greater opportunity to get into the
details of what school nutrition really is. It has allowed me to learn and grow professionally, all in the
midst of a pandemic. Coming in a year ago, I knew the basics of school nutrition and now I know what
it means to pivot an entire program.”
Aside from helping his team navigate food service during COVID, Alec’s other current projects include
assisting in updating their manager’s manual, helping re-designing their internal and external facing
website, managing their social media accounts, and preparing for an Administrative Review.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Alec has two specific goals that he is working towards: his
School Nutrition Specialist Certification and a director’s
level certification from the Georgia Department of
Education. “My position has uniquely primed me to grow
professionally, which is something I am grateful for. What
has been most beneficial is not only living it out, but
reading and studying the federal regulations of the school
lunch program. It has helped me tie together written
regulations to what we do here at Cobb County. Currently,
my Executive Director, Emily Hanlin, is working through
various training programs within our department and
helping me prepare me for the SNS exam. This upcoming
year, I also hope to begin coursework to complete a
director’s level certification through the Georgia
Department of Education. Both of these experiences will
help me grow and develop professionally.” Alec and I took
a moment to admire the incredible support system and
strong state nutrition program that Georgia has (shout out
to our 19-20 SNS DPG Chair, Linette Dodoson, who is their
current State Director!). Alec’s colleagues in his state are a
great resource and it’s no surprise that Georgia has another
star on the rise.

STAY CONNECTED!
Alec stays active in the nutrition community through his local School Nutrition Association, Cobb
County School Nutrition Association and the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.
Connect with Alec and his team at Cobb County Food & Nutrition Services on social media!

Cobb County FNS Instagram

Twitter

Facebook

